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you for taking the time to read this 
wonderful publicaton. We hope you 
enjoy whatever benefits you will gain 
from its contents. We would like to take 
this opportunity to thank Vicki Brown 
and the staff, for the help they have 
given us to ensure a smooth transition 
from one editor's desk to another. 
We want to encourage those of you 
who might be interested in joining our 
staff, to come to a meeting and see 
what Classmate is all about. We meet 
the first Tuesday and second Wednes-
day of each month. Our phone num-
bers are on the adjacent page, please 
feel free to call us any1ime, we would 
love to hear from you. Because of the 
turnover here at NPS, we will always 
be looking for writers, proofreaders 
and artists. This is a unique opportunity 
to be recognized for the talents you 
may have to share, or to develop those 
that may be hibernating within you. 
Monterey is an exciting and lovely 
place with lots to see and do. In the 
upcoming issues we plan to focus on 
the many events which make Monterey 
the duty station that is the envy of all. 
You can count on Classmate to be a 
source of information for keeping cur-
rent with what goes on both on campus 
and around the community. So keep in 
touch with us through the NPS 75th 
anniversary year. We look forward to 
hearing from you! 
ntee Ballot 
What better way to dispel winter chills 
than with a bowl of steaming soup? Cou-
pled with lots of thickly sliced, homemade 
L.. __ ' ." 
Will all of you who haven't found a 
dried-out pine needle in your rug, fum~ure , 
or on your floors in the last hour, please 
raise your hand. I envy you all. Christmas 
has come and gone, as always too quickly. 
First issues of our "energizers" are dying 
out, those "slightly" off-size clothes have 
been exchanged, the last of the holiday 
baked goods have been devoured, and 
New Year's celebrations are behind us. 
Now, we need the solace of a new quarter 
just to rest. 
Like most of you, over the Christmas 
holiday, I found myself reflecting on the 
year gone by. When it comes to those 
"might have beens," my 20120 hindsight 
usually allows me to align my New Yea(s 
resolutions. Our theme for this month's 
Classmate parallels this experience from 
the OSWC perspective. Often times, many 
questions arise over what activities benefit 
from the myriad of OSWC money generat-
ing projects. Also, those of you who have so 
generously donated your time and talents 
to OSWC events may not have always 
seen the light at the end of that tunnel of 
deadlines. Here is a review of just a few of 
our money makers. 
This last Spring's art auction generated 
over $4500.00 which was distributed to 
local and national charities such as Navy 
Relief, Monterey Rape Crisis Center, 
American Red Cross, and the Hospice of 
the Monterey Peninsula. The ways and 
means committee sponsored events, in-
cluding the bargain fairs, the Christmas 
bazaar, and the La Mesa 10K run, to gen-
erate funds for a number of other OSWC 
ventures. They covered the costs of the 
welcome aboard coffees, and of producing 
and distributing the " Pink Flyer," which pub-
~U 
by MAUREEN DEUTERMANN 
by UNnA VOGAN 
lishes valuable OSWC activity information 
four times a year to over 2,000 people, and 
the other eight months in our general mem-
bership. Addrtionally, the children's Christ-
mas and Easter parties, as well as the 
highly successful Fiouride Festival, for all 
NPS dependent children, are all funded 
from these and other events. These are just 
indications of the scope of organizations 
and events which benefit from the efforts of 
our membership over the course of a 
calendar year. Shosld your resolution for 
1984 include becoming a " playe(' during 
our OSWC calendar, rest assured that 
you'll not only bcome a valuable member of 
OSWC, but will also have a hand in support-
ing many worthwhile causes. Feel free to 
contact any of our committee chairpersons. 
Telephone 375-0116 
CHARLES E. SPANGENBERG, D.D.S. 
Office Hours 
By Appoi nlmenl 
Children Welcome 
30 Dormody Court 
Monterey, California 93940 
I'd be remiss rt I finished my article with-
out mentioning the exc~ing event upcoming 
this month. Of course, this month's lun-
chaon on the 17th will include the election 
for the March-August executive board, as 
well as a very informative presentation on 
Navy mothers from her book titled, "Par-
ents Guide to Navy Life ," given by Mary 
Ann Hoffman, one of our members. On 
January 11th, there wilr be a new section 
leader's coffee, and on the 24th, a new-
comers coffee. Even if you feel that watch-
ing the sport of golf is akin to watching a 
stamp collector pursue his hobby, the 
Crosby Clambake (January 30th-February 
5th) is much more of a social event than 
sporting. If you can, experience The Crosby 
at least once during your tour here, I highly 
recommend the 14th at Spyglass Hill or the 
8th at Pebble Beach as great vantage 
points. See you there! 
That should close things out for 
January. Don't let the rainy weather "dam-
pen" your spirits. Get out and take advan-
tage of our OSWC activities. I' ll look for-
ward to seeing you there.D 
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Growing to New Heights 
February is National Dental Health 
Month and each year at NPS the Dental 
Facility and OSWC co-sponsor a Fluoride 
Festival. This consists of a scan dental 
exam and fluoride treatment. Monday, Feb-
ruary 13th. from 8 a.m.-12 noon and 1 p.m. 
-4 p.m. has been set aside for this free and 
valuable service. This day is a holiday for 
La Mesa School children. Dependents, 
aged 5-18. of all NPS personnel are eligible 
to participate. Three and four year aids may 
also participate if their parents feel they are 
mature enough to cooperate. It is not 
necessary to be a member of OSWC to 
participate and we encourage International 
students to bring their children. The Festi-
val is held at the NPS Dental Facility, 4th 
floor . Herrmann Hall. Appointments are 
necessary and can be made by calling 
Bobbie Tekampe. 375-7682, on February 
2.3, or 6. 
This service is performed mainly by 
OSWC volunteers. If you can help, either in 
the morning or in the afternoon, please con-
tact Bobbie Tekampe. We need volunteers 
to help in the clinic, to apply fluoride and to 
care for those children whose mothers are 
volunteering at the clinic. Volunteers have 
first preference in making appointments for 
their children. Babysitting will be available 
at the community center free of cost.O 
Visit our offices in downtown Monterey above 
Great American Federal Savings and Loan at 
Del Monte and Alvarado Street. We aTe just 
acrosslhe street from the Doubletree Inn and 
the Monterey Convention Center, convenient 
to the Naval Postgraduate School. 
• Residential 
• Building Sites 
• Commercial 
• National Referral Service 
• Call Collect for Sales Information 
• Send for M onterey Area Housing 
Packet 
Richard L. Fowler, George W. East, 
Judy Midgley, Judy McCall, 
Sandy Shelby, Ray Hansen 
ful if we didn't have volunteers to donate 
their personal time and efforts. To all who 
helped this past year, Thank You from all of 
us who attended the Bargain Fairs, the Art 
Auction, Military Ball, Children's parties, 
luncheons, La Mesa Run, Craft Bazaar and 
the many other events sponsored by 
OSWC. To those who opened their homes 
and the hostesses for the Holiday House 
Tour, those who helped decorate the Quar-
terdeck, Santa and his elves who brought 
so many smiles to the chi ldren 's faces at 
their Christmas party and our Bargain Fair 
volunteers (especially Joanne Weiss) an 
extra Thank You for the giving of yourse-
lves during the already busy holiday 
season.O 
MATARHONDA MONTEREY MAZDA 
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The oldest Honda dealership and 
the number one volume Honda 
dealer in the Tri-County Area. 
SAllS • PARTS. SERVICE 
t 7 t 2 The Mall. SEASIDE 
Phone 899-2222 
The dealership with the largest 
number of factory-trained Mazda 
Master Technicians in the United 
States. 
SALES • PARTS. SERVICE 
t 720 The Mall. SEASIDE 
Phone 899-2222 
• 
What better way to dispel winter chills 
than with a bowl of steaming soup? Cou-
pled with lots of thickly sliced, homemade 
bread, it's an ample, satisfying supper. 
Here, then, are a few of my favorije soup 
and bread recipes. 
This is a wonderful way to use those 
thick stalks of broccoli that might otherwise 
be discrded: 
Broccoli Soup 
3 cups chopped broccoli 
2 cups chicken broth 
1 small onion, sliced 
1/2 tsp. each curry, dill weed, thyme, 
garlic power 
1 small bay leaf (remove before pure-
eing) 
2 tbsp. butter or margarine 
2 tbsp_ lIour 
1 can evaporated milk, or 2 cups light 
cream 
1/2 tsp_ salt, pepper to taste 
In medium saucepan combine broccoli, 
onion, broth, spices and bayleaf. Simmer 
until broccoli is tender. Put in food pro-
cessor or blender and puree till smooth. 
Melt butter, blend in flour, salt and pep-
per. Add milk. Cook, stirring constanUy 
until thickened. Stir in vegetable puree. 
Heatthrough. Garnish with dollop of sour 
cream, if desired. 
Serve up your broccoli soup with a loaf 
of French bread (relatively easy to make 




5-51/2 cups all-purpose lIour 
2 pkgs. active dry yeast 
1 tbsp. sugar 
2 tsp. salt 
1/2 tsp. baking soda 
1 c. plain yogurt, room temperature 
11/2 c. warm water (120 degrees) 
2 tbsp. shortening 
1 egg white 
1 tbsp. water. 
Grease 2 baking sheets, sprinkle with 
cornmeal. Grease a large bowl and set 
aside. In another large bowl, mix 1 112 c. 
flour, yeast, sugar, salt and baking soda. 
Stir yogurt till creamy. Add yogurt, warm 
water and shortening. Blend with electric 
mixer to moisten all ingredients, then beat 3 
minutes more at medium speed. Stir in 
enough flour to make a stiff dough. On 
ntee Ballot 
~U 
by MAUREEN DEUTERMANN 
floured surface, knead dough 5-10 mi-
nutes, incorporating enough flour to make a 
smooth , elastic dough. Put dough in but-
tered bowl, tum to butter top. Cover and let 
rise in a warm place for 1 hour or until 
doubled in bulk. Punch dough down. Divide 
in half. Shape each half into a 9"xI8" re-
ctangle. Starting at long end, roll dough like 
a jelly roll , pinching seam to close and turn-
ing ends under. Place seam side down on 
baking sheet. Cut 3 slashes diagonally ac-
ross top. Cover and let rise 1/2 hour longer. 
Preheat oven to 400 degrees F. Beat egg 
white and water together. Brush on top of 
loaves. Bake 35-50 minutes until golden 
brown. 
The best part of roasted fowl is the 
many meals ij can yield. Not least of these, 
when you find yourseilieft wijh nothing but 
the carcass, is a lovely soup. Here's my 
method, but do experiment with different 
spices and vegetables to develop your own 
version. 
Chicken or Turkey Soup 
Carcass of turkey or chicken 
Water to cover 
1 small bay leaf 
1 small onion, chopped 
2-3 celery tops, chopped 
1/2 tsp. marjoram 
1 tsp. poultry seasoning 
Salt and pepper to taste 
1 c. sliced fresh mushrooms, or 1 oz. 
can mushrooms 
2 tbsp.fresh parsley, minced 
1/3 c. dry white wine 
Egg noodles, rice, or dumplings 
Place carcass in large keltle and cover 
with water. Add bay leaf, onion, celery 
tops and seasonings. Bring to boil and 
simmer at least 2 hours (the longer, the 
belterl), Cool. Skim fat from broth. Re-
move carcass from broth. Remove any 
remaining meat from carcass and return 
to meat broth. Remove bay leaf. At this 
point, you may divide broth and freeze a 
portion for another day W you wish. Re-
turn broth to a simmer and taste, correct-
ing seasonings . Add parsley, mus-
hrooms and wine. Simmer about one 
hour longer, adding noodles, rice or 
dumplings about 112 hour before serving 
time. 
Continued on page 37. 
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by LINDA CONNELLY 
Guys Eating Establishment 
Dolores & 7th Ave. 
Carmel 
625-4322 
Outside the night was cold and blustery, 
but as we stepped inside Guy's we were 
overcome by a flood of warmth and inti-
macy. A small restaurant, ten tables divided 
between two small rooms, immediately sur-
rounds all the senses. A small fire, visable 
from the entrance way, glowed and crack-
led warmly, the tablecloths and napkins of 
homespun calico caught the eyes, and the 
nose was enticed by aromas drifting out of 
the kitchen. All of this and more allows one 
to feel truly an honored guest, not a cus-
tomer, in the warm and friendly establish-
ment. 
Guy's is a family affair. Guy shares the 
chef's hat with his brother John, who in tum 
shares some of the waite ring duties with 
Guy. Their Mom was our delightful hostess 
and Guy's Dad was our waiter for the even-
ing. Most of the rec ipes are Guy's own, 
many family shared secrets while John, a 
wo~d traveler, beings his own style and 
experience to the k~chen . 
8 
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The menu offers fresh food creatively 
prepared with old-fashioned care . Each 
dinner includes a homemade soup (ours 
was a tomato based vegetable soup full of 
chunky fresh vegetables), salad, French 
bread or homemade cornbread, and a de-
licious mix of fresh vegetables, cooked to 
perfection. 
Now, if you have room, the selection of 
entrees is varied and enticing. How long 
has it been since you've seen Chicken and 
Dumplings on a menu? So long that I had to 
give ~ a try. It surpassed my Southern herit-
age expectation -large dumplings served 
in an he~ white sauce. Filet and prawns, 
the special of the evening, prepared by Guy 
was a generous filet wrapped in bacon 
lightly seasoned with ga~ic and served on a 
bed of onions which had to share the spot-
light with juicy tender prawns. A variety of 
other delectible country fare is offered: 
fru~ed beef, veal, and a cheeseboard. If 
you are not in the mood for country ... 
vegetarian dinner, chefs salad, top si~oin , 
Continued on page 29. 
MOVING? 
NO COST REFERRAL 
CENTURY 21 has over 7,000 
offices to assist you in your next 
move. Why not call today to obtain 
details on homes throughout the 
nation? 
ARNDT ASSOCIATES,INC. 
550 Camino EI Eslero Monlerey, CA 93940 
408-373-4477 
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\ \ e, AND e '-.!> (VyV GIFT SHOP ?--;:. 
Approximareiy Two Beautiful Acres 
Famous Butterfly T rees 
Brida l & Fam ily Sui tes 
Color TV's & Phones 
Some Kircheneues & Fireplaces 
Pool & Hyd rujet Spa 
Shuffleboard 
(408) 373-4921 (/11) 
"~1'I0VlO 
" 0 nChanlin!l" 
~ 1073 Lighthouse ~ ~ Paci fic Grove ~ 
(Near Beach) 
Weekl y & Monthly Rates Avai lable 
Military Discount 














Section Liaison Coffee 
OSWC Luncheon, La Novia Room, Guest 
Speaker: Mary Ann Hoffman 
Explorama: "Holy Lands" with evening per-
formance at 8 p.m. and matinee at 2 p.m. in the 
Sunset Theater, Carmel. 
Welcome Aboard Coffee, Herrmann Hall. 
Wine Tasting Night at the O'Club. 
Monterey County Symphony with WaHer 
Klien , pianist in Monterey, Carmel , and 
Salinas. 
Bing Crosby Pro-Am, Pebble Beach. 
Festival 01 Dance - Tandy Beal and Com-
pany at 8 p.m. at the Sunset Theater, Carmel. 
OSWC Governing Board Meeting, 
Herrmann HaJJ at 8 p.m. 
I Sollsti 01 Zagreb: Chamber orchestra, 
sponsored by the Carmel Music Society at 8 
p.m. in the Sunset Theater, Carmel. 
British Comedy Film Festival: " The 
Captain 's Paradise , 1955." Starring Alec 
Guinness, Yvonne DeCarlo, and Celia John-
son. 
OSWC Wine and Cheese 
Party/Installation of New Officer •. 
EXPERT INCOME TAX PREPARATION 
Deluxe Serv ice By Appointment O nly 
649-8250 
H & J TAX SERVICE 
2022 Suns~t Drive 
Pacifi c Gr6ve, CA 
Reaso nable Rates 
Col. H. F. Adkin s (ReL) 




" The Barnyard is whal shopping centers ought to be." 
That' s how columnist Art Seidenbaum described The ~r­
nyard in his los Angeles Times article. Fifty-five fas--
cinating shops filled with new dis-
coveries: fashions and fine arts, 
home accents and furnishings; gal· 
leries and gardens; arts & crafts; 
books, stationery, records, tapes; 
plus eleven inviting restaurants, 
WJ eight with outdoor patios. And there's --;. --aJ; only one setting like The Barnyard. , . ~ Rustic barns. Beautiful flowers & trees. e- Winding brick walkways. There's nothing quite like it. Come and enjoy. Hwy. 1 & urmel Volley Rd . Plenty of f .... porki"S. Open 7 d.y •. 
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by LINDA CONNELLY 
F , 
The menu offers fresh food creatively 
prepared with old-fashioned care. Each 
dinner includes a homemade soup (ours 
was a tomato based vegetable soup full of 
chunky fresh vegetables), salad, French 
My long held secret ambition of becom-
ing an astronaut had been held in abeyance 
for many years, taking a back seat to the 
call of the heart and the biological time 
clock. Recently, I realized I was to be a 
"closet" astronaut at best, and when the 
movie "The Right Stuff" was released, Guy 
and I were there on opening night. 
tlrnrrg 3nu iNcnaman( rrelrr'j'jhl at fiOme .:... 
the characters seemed very close to men 
and women found at NPS, and elsewhere 
in the military. Trying to imagine myself in 
the same place as those first astronauts, 
going through all the grueling tests and 
being subjected to all the indignities they 
experienced, I decided that parenthood 
was probably an appropriate proving 
ground. I can understand why NASA tested 
homemakers for their adaptability to condi-
tions in space. (This wasn't in the movie.) 
Those who have been pushed to the ex-
treme lim~s of human endurance must be 
examined. But, as my popcorn level de-
creased, I decided I'd wait on space for a 
while. Maybe when my daughter goes 
they'll have an extra bunk for me - they 
can bill the flight as having the "oldest 
woman ever to go into space." 
I think, too, that full-time homemaker 
parents devote so much time and energy to 
Iheir offspring and maintaining their own 
mental health that if there is any motivation 
left after the kids are out of their hair, they 
HOUSING INFORMATION 
Maryland - Virginia - Wash, D.C. 
CALL TOLL FREE: 
(800) 334-0854, EX. 831 
OR CALL COLLECT: 
(301) 721-2626 
Visit our open house January 14, 15, & 16 
(Friday, Saturday, & Sunday) 
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Hilton Inn, 1000 Aguaj ito Road, Monterey 
Peninsula Room 
One-stop relocation shopping with no cost or obligation! 
;;r>, 
CHARLOTTE & RON MISCAVICH L~ 
LONG & FOSTER REAL ESTATE INC . 
. ~.); P.O. BOX 549 BOWIE, MARYLAND 20715 (800) 334-0854, EX. 831 or (301) 261-4361 
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Takene~(;;r" -
you'll notice he wasn't the one they sent up 
as "the oldest man in space." I mean, 
space may be a new vista, but running for 
the Presidency is less trouble, and the pay 
is certainly better. Why beat your head 
against a wall? 
I suppose illustrating examples of 
female "right stuff ' might not be too popular 
at the box office. Like the time a woman 
drove ten hours straight after drinking three 
cups of coffee on that cross-country trip -
she knew the minute she stopped the baby 
would wake and shriek for hours. Or when 
she took her three childrens' temperatures 
every hour and administered medications 
simultaneously, all the while coherantly 
coordinating the "Welcome Aboard" and 
the "Bargain Fair" for the wives' club. The 
same woman holds the record for handling 
all her own moves (motivated by necessity) 
without a husband putting in the requisite 
appearance in uniform to sway the 
bureaucrats. 
I enjoyed "The Right Stuff" - it was 
interesting to see what I'd missed by opting 
for a different sort of life. Butthe thing I liked 
most was the thought of the many who ex-
hibit " the right stuff," without herald or laud, 








• UI\I-.jO" ," • "\~r r, IOI"cu ~ .... ," ,~ .," " ' .. ' ...... ~ ,.,~ ., 
CONVENIENCE! 
FULL FINANCIAL SERVICE ... 
JUST ACROSS THE STREET! 
Visit our 900 Sloat Ave. branch for. .. 
• Money Market Checking and Saving 
• Commercial Investor Accounts 
• Tax Sheltering - IRA 
• Drive Up Service 
• Safe Deposit Boxes and More 
Monterey Savings Oak Grove 
Open M·Th: 9:30-5; F: 9:30-6 
Telephone: 373-2612 
Rita M offitt , Manager 
D.C. BOUnd? 
Let me help you make the move to the area a pleasant one. 
To receive a Relocation Packet (with an area map, housing 
information, and much more), fill out and mail the coupon 




Safe and Sound 
... WI' ,an )wI, you!! 
r----FOR RELOCATION INFORMATION . .. Rll OUT AND MAIl----, 
: N~E : 
: ADDRESS : 
: CITY STATE ZIP : 
: PHONE ( : 
I, MAIL TO: Town &: Country Properties, Inc . • Attn: Mary Saperstein , 
4701 Old Dominion Drive, Arlington, Virginia = I L ________________________________________ J 
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Growing t Mrs. Shumaker 
h u I lunA """~I"I ~ ' . U' 
On a cool crisp morning in late 
November. I had Ihe pleasure of calling on 
Mrs. Lorraine Shumaker, wife of Commo-
dore Robert Shumaker. Superindent of the 
Naval Postgraduate School. I enjoyed the 
chance to get to know her and I hope, as 
readers. you will soon feel you know her 
too. Mrs. Shumaker has had a very diverse 
life and many unique experiences. 
Originally from Montreal, Quebec, Mrs. 
Shumaker has lived in the United States for 
twenty years. She is bi-lingual in French, 
but feels she has "lost the easiness with 
which to speak French, but she can under-
stand it. It usually only takes me twenty-four 
hours when I get back home to pick it up 
again." 
Mrs. Shumaker has a very broad educa-
tional background. In Montreal, she at-
tended teacher'S college. She has taught 
fourth grade and high school. While living in 
San Diego. she earned a degree in nutrition 
at the San Diego State College . Mrs. 
Shumaker is also a certified bookkeeper. 
Her lastest endeavor was taking classes in 
home construction. The Shumakers spent 
the last six years building their dream 
house in the Virginia countrySide . Mrs. 
Shumaker considers herself "adventure-
some," but drew the line at learning to ride 
the tractor. She left the tractor work to her 
husband and son , who cleared most of the 
land themselves. Commodore Shumaker 
and their son actually built the stable for 
their horses. 
Mrs. Shumaker loves animals, espe-
cially horses. She has brought her mare to 
Monterey with her. She said, " I am not a 
horsewoman. but I like the challenge of rid-
ing." Mrs. Shumaker enjoys skiing and is 
also fond of cooking. 
While travelling through Carmel with a 
girlfriend, Mrs. Shumaker met her husband. 
At a party with some of the Postgraduate 
School bachelors, she told her girlfriend 
she was impressed with the U.S. Naval Of-
ficers and, "i f I ever get married, I would like 
to marry someone like Robert 
Shumaker."They corresponded over the 
three thousand miles that separated them 
for several months. Later that year, they 
decided to have a Christmas wedding in 
Montreal. Mrs. Shumaker recalls, with a 
smile on her face , that ~ was minus ten 
degrees on their wedding day. 
Unfortunately, the Shumakers were to-
gether for less than a year as a family. In 
1965, when their son was only three weeks 
old, the Commodore's plane was shot 
down over North Vietnam. He was a POW 
for eight years. I asked Mrs. Shumaker 
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what gave her hope during his long ab-
sence. She replied, " I think when you look 
and think in terms of eight years its hard to 
imagine. You always felt the war would end 
in the next few months." During that time of 
separation, Mrs. Shumaker said the Navy 
and other Navy wives provided her with 
warm support. Going back to school helped 
to occupy her time, not to mention, caring 
for their little boy. Eight years must have 
seemed like eternity, but reunion must have 
been difficult. Mrs. Shumaker commented, 
"Did we ever have adjustments? It was if 
the men were kept in a time capsule. The 
women had been exposed to a lot more 
responsibilities ... had been living on their 
own, making decisions. and taking full re-
sponsibility for their family ." 
After the Shumakers were reunited, they 
came to Monterey. Commodore Shumaker 
earned his second masters degree in elec-
trical enginering and a dioctor of philosophy 
degree in the same field . Mrs. Shumaker 
was a curriculum representative during that 
time. As a former student's wife, I asked 
Mrs. Shumaker if she had any advice to 
pass on . She replied, " It was not enjoyable 
or easy to have my husband study every 
evening and many weekends but you have 
a good group here. You can find support 
with the other wives and families." Mrs. 
Shumaker suggested seeing the area, 
doing things on your own, and not to feel 
restrained because your husband in in-
volved with study. I asked Mrs. Shumaker if 
she feels her role has changed since they 
were here before. She answered that she 
will be more actively involved with what is 
happening at the school. 
The Shumakers have not traveled to 
many duty stations. (Something a lot of us 
look forward to almost every two years.) 
Commodore Shumaker has been assigned 
to San Diego, Washington, D.C., and to 
Monterey three times. When I asked Mrs. 
Shumaker what has been her most enjoy-
able tour of duty, she laughingly exclaimed, 
"This one!" She loves the Monterey area. 
Monterey is busier than before, more cars 
and more people, Mrs. Shumaker explains, 
but "Monterey still has the same charm I 
found here twenty years ago." While we 
were talking about the past, I was curious to 
learn if Commodicre Shumaker ever as-
pired to flag rank. Her answer was very 
affirmative, " I was sure he WOUld. He is 
special along with a lot of other military men 
who are dedicated to their work. I just wish 
Continued on page 33. 
• 
V oting by Absentee Ballot 
by GINGER WERZ-PETRICKA 
This year is an election year and 
many NPS families, having homes of 
record other than Califomia, are going 
to have to vote by absentee ballot. 
Procedures for voting absentee vary 
from stateto state and specific informa-
tion on each state can be found in the 
"Voting Assistance guide" found at the 
Legal Aide offices at NPS and Ft. Ord 
as well as for sale from the Superinten-
dent of Documents, govemment Print-
ing Office, Washington, D.C .. . Follow-
ing is more information to help you out. 
First, who is qualified to vote absen-
tee? All members of the armed Forces, 
their spouses and dependents, who 
are U.S. c~izens and eighteen years or 
older. This includes Federal, State and 
local elections. 
A Federal election is any general , 
special or primary election held solely 
or in part for the purpose of selecting, 
nominating or electing any candidate 
for the office of the President, Vice-
President , Presidential Elector, 
Member of the Senate, U.S. House of 
Representatives, Delegate from the 
District of Columbia, Resident Com-
missioner of Puerto Rico or Delegate 
from Guam or the Virgin Islands. 
Application for an Absentee Ballot or 
for voter registration forms can be 
made with the Federal Post Card Ap-
plication (FPCA). The FPCA can be 
had from the Legal Aide offices or by 
writing your county or town clerk with a 
written request. Many states allow 
simultaneous requests for voter regist-
ration and an absentee ballot with a 
single FPCA. Check the "Voting Assis-
tance Guide" to be sure of the rules of 
your state. Also check the Guide for the 
list of addresses as to where to send 
the FPCA. 
When is the best time to apply for an 
absentee ballot? If requesting a ballot 
only, allow at least thirty days before 
the date of an election. If applying for 
both registration and absentee ballot, 
mail it earlier. State deadlines are in the 
guide. Most states begin mailing bal-
lots between 20 to 30 days before an 
election. If you haven't received your 
ballot by 10 days before the election 
contact your local official to see when it 
was mailed. The state of Texas has 
made it a little easier, ballots can now 
be mailed 45 days before the election 
date. Complete and mail your ballot 
regardless of when ~ was received. 
Most states require a seperate ap-
plication for each election. If you aren't 
sure of your states rules, check the 
Guide. 
Generally, election materials must 
be notarized. They can be sworn be-
fore a notary, U.S. Commissioned Of-
ficer, Embassy or Consular officer or 
other official authorized to administer 
oaths. However, check the Guide for 
your own states requirements, as 
some states (Texas recently changed 
it's laws) do not require notarization. All 
FPCA's must be signed. 
If election time rolls around and you 
haven't taken time to file your FPCA 
thereis a shortcut. A federal Only Ballot 
Application can be acquired from the 
Legal Aide offices or from the Election 
Board in Salinas. This application does 
not require California residency, and 
again, there is a seven day cut off re-
quirement before an election. 
Any fUriher questions or clarifica-
tions should be addressed to your un~ 
voting officer at NPS, who is in this 
case the Legal Aide Officer. 
Bay Pet Hospital Marina Pet Hospital 





Saturday 8-12 By Appointment 
358 Reservation Road 
Marina, California 
384-6055 




Casa de Aniigos Animal Hotel 
.t'h. "We Specialize in Animal Care" 
• Boarding 
• Bathing & dipping 
• Indoor & outdoor runs 
• Airport pickup and delivery 
715 Foam St. 
373-0482 Monterey 
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PARTS & ACCESSORIES FOR 
ALL IMPORTED CARS 
New - Rebuilt - Onglnal -Competition 
Your local Beck Arnley 
Foreign Car Parts Center 
DISCOUNTS TO MILITARY & STUDENTS 
REMANUFACTURED VW ENGINES 
EXCHANGE 
Short Blocks & Complete Engines 
For All Imported Cars 
. tre.., 8:30-5:30 WEEKDAYS 
,-~ .) 9 TO 4 P.M. SATURDAYS ~ 
"':',~... 600 E. Franklin 
14 
(at Cortez) Monterey 
Machine Shop Service Available 
373-7781 
Pictures taken at the Nissan Datsun 
Laguna Seca Races this past October. 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
* L.h From $18.95 iC * - atnedcantal UNLIMITED MILES iC : -:"CJH!9s!!!1Y.,NC Monday thru Sunday ! 
* 801 AIRPORT RO .• MONTEREY CALL 649-1611 iC * 8:00a.m. l05:000Rm .. s at.t ili noon For Details iC 
* MONTEREY AIRPORT TERMINAL LOWEST POSSIBLE iC * 6:30 a.m. 10 9:30 p.m. RATES IN TOWN ~ 






Coming Feb. 3, 4, 5, 1984 
The Hilton Inn Peninsula Room 
Cocktail Party, Friday, 5-8 p.m. 
Counseling Seminar, Saturday, 10-4 
Cam continues to assist 
military families coast to coast. 
As a Navy wife and a 
thoughtful and professional 
realtor, her experience will 
mean an easier transition for 
you. 
Write for one of her special 
ME-to-You fact packets with an 
area map, new homes 
brochures, Homes magazines 
and the best seller-Everything 
You Always Wanted To Know 
About Virginia Beach But Didn 't 
Have Time to Ask. 
Top in her firm and in the top 
one percent in her area, Cam's 
success has made her a member 
of the Multi-Million Dollar Club, 
the National Million Dollar Sales 
Club and the Tidewater Board 
of Realtors Million Dollar Club. 
She was named Agent of the 
Year at Marshall-Ewald for 1980, 




Over $5,000,000 worth of 
Tidewater real estate was 
handled by Cam Templeton 
in 1982. To do such a 
tremendous amount of 
business and do it so well -
according to her Buyers, 
Sellers, and Peers - is a rari ty 
indeed. 
"Our real estate agent was 
tremendous, she did more than 
what was expected. "-Lt. & Mrs. 
Daniel Johnson. 
"All of our praise goes to the 
excel/ence and professionalism 
of our agent. "-Lcdr. & Mrs. 
James Bray. 
"Thanking you for every thing-
especially your thoughtfulness, 
professionalism, and 
friendship. "-Lcdr. Ron and Lin 
Honey. 
"Since it was our first time 
buying we needed all the 
guidance we could get; you . 
helped us immensely. "-Cyndy 
and Bill Moore. 
"House hunting for us, of 
course, was a serious business. 
However. by the time we 
finished, it became fun for me ... 
You know I have never felt so 
comfortable and relaxed with a 
perfect stranger as I felt with 
you. "-Alma Specht. 
"Mrs. Templeton 's performance 
as our agent has been far 
beyond that normally expeJ;ted 
of an agent. "-Lcdr. & Mrs. Joe 
Satrapa. 
MaMaIJ-Ewaid Executive PorI< 
2620 Southern Blvd. 
Vi'!jnia Beach.lIo. 23452 
(804) 463-2600 
r-------------------~ I Name I
I Address I 
I City State I 
I Phone Zip I 
I Rmk I 
I Expected date of move I 
: . ~ ~Marsha11- : 
I ~Ewald,REALTOAs. I 
I MARSHALL·EWALD EXECUTIVE PARK I I 2620 SOUTHERN BOULEVARD I 
VIRGINIA BEACH, VIRGINIA 23452 




1830 4-Poster "Cannonball' dbl. bed. 
Walnut , good cond o Mattress, dust 
ruffles, bedspread incl. $700. 373-8743 
8 piece beige velvet pit group-good 
condition, $600. 373-8837 
FLEET MARKET INFORMATION GUIDE 
Fleet Market has been designed to serve the needs of the NPS Community. It will provide, on a monthly basis, a listing of items 
for sale orwanted that cannot be accommodated during the quarterly Bargain Fairs, due to size or other considerations. Typical 
items to be offered can include: automobiles, recreational equipment, large household items, pets, and previously owned 
computer and/ or stereo equipment. Personal ads to offer congratulations or special messages to commemorate anniversaries, 
birthdays, or other happy occasions are also welcome. To place your ad follow the guidelines below and send your completed 
coupon to SMC Box 2330. Each coupon must be accompanied with a check or money order. 
GUIDELINES: 
1. Fill in your name, address, and phone number. Check the 
appropriate box. 
2. Using the blanks provided, write out your advertising 
statement. Remember that punctuation and spaces 
between words also count as a space. Abbreviations may 
be used. Include a phone number or address in your 
advertising statement so that potential customers can 
contact you . 
3. Each item or multi-unit set must be listed separately. 
If additional coupons are needed contact one of the Ad 
Directors listed under the CLASSMATE Staff roster on 
page 1. 
4. Each coupon must be accompanied with the prepaid 
$5.00 fee. It can be paid by check or money order. All 
checks and money orders should be made payable to 
Color-Ad Printers. 
5. The deadline is the first of the month for the following 
month's publication . For example, coupons received by 
November 1 will appear in December's issue. Those 
coupons received after the deadline will be held for the 
following month's publication. 
6. This service is strictly for those persons in the NPS 
community who wish to sell or buy personal and/or 
household property items. Services, classes and business-
es which wish to advertise in CLASSMATE may do so by 
contacting one of the Ad Directors, but are ineligible to 
utilize this service . 
7. Should you have any questions or need help in obtaining 
additional coupons contact Mary Ann Hoffman at 646-
8736 or Joanne Owens at 375~318 . 
8. All coupons are to be sent to: 
Fleet Market, Attn: Classmate Ad Director 
SMC Box 2330, NPS 
Monterey, CA 93940. 
Name ______________________________________________________ Phone ______________ _ 
Address ____________________________________________________________________________ __ 




Enclosed is $5.00 (check or money order) . All checks and money orders should be made payable to: 




• Overn igm ~'TTtJEJ1Jmv'e'~~ 
• Custom color enlarging - type C 
from negatives, type R from slides 
• Professional quality BW/custom 
enlargements 
• Copy and restoration of your treasured family photographs 
• And many other services 
CLASSMA TE's Exclusive Processor 
Quality Photo Finishing Is Our Only Business 
372-6337 Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:00-5:30 







227 F~r~~!~~~~~~Y 649-0198 
Call today for consultation 
___ _ n , ____ _ 
Need help coping 
with your little 
ones? 
Consult the La Mesa 









· .. : Enjoy writing? ~ 
· .. : Need a Break : 
· .. : from the kids? . .. -----.-- -. - : 
I.: L2~~;7!~o:?a I~~ 1: ..
1 Contact the '--_1 _____ :>---1 
: CLASSMA TE Editor! : 
· : : .. 
.** ••• ***** ••• ** ••••• * •• ***** •• ****.**.** •••••••••• ******* 
Dr. Charles R. Linkenbach, D.D.S. 
General Dentistry 
Capt. Linkenbach was formerly the 
Director of the Naval Postgraduate School Dental Department 
1010 Cass St. 
Suite C-1 372·8011 
by ROSEMARIE MANKE 
January is a month of relaxing after the 
hectic Christmas activities, of resolutions 
begun, and of new horizons explored. One 
path inviting exploration is the long hallway 
leading to Eagle Eye Art Gallery where 
beautiful paintings by the Military Wives Art 
Association (active and associate mem-
bers of the OSWC), are displayed. These 
talented ladies change the paintings 
monthly so there is always a new and excit-
ing display. 
Come, find our gallery - in the base-
ment of Herrmann Hall. Gallery hours are 






Military Reloulion Specialist 
Na\'y Wife 
CONNECTION 
COMING JANUARY 12-15 
HILTON INN, MONTEREY 
373-6141 Military Services Realty 
917 Chimney Hill Shopping Center 
Virginia Be.ch. V A 2~452 
For Personal Appointment and 
Free Relocation Package 
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-446-8104 




If so ... 
You are invited to the 
THE HILTON INN 
Aguajito Drive 
for an individualized counseling program including housing displays and information on communities, schools, 
financing and other aspects of living in the Washingron, D.C. area. 
Mary Oehrlein and Pat Day, your Town and Country representatives from one of the national capi tal area's 
largest real estate companies, will be present to answer your specific questions. Both are members of the Million 
Dollar Sales Club 
JANUARY 20, 21, 22 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Peninsula Room 
Phone 373-6141 Ask for Town & Country 
ountry-
lIII .... lTOII.· @ 
FN addilional information. call our loll free numher 
. .. We can help you!! 
800-336-0420 Call us for information 373-6141 
CARPET AND RUGS 
The LARGEST Inventory on the 
Peninsula 
Carpet Remnants and Full Rolls. Custom and Ready-Made 
Drapery. Carpet Binding 
Fast, Efficient 1-Day Service. Immediate Delivery 
Special Military Discounts. Professional Installation 
YOUR CHARGE 
IS WELCOME 
VISA. MC • AMEX 
BRO.A.DWAY CARPET 
1049 BROADWAY. BEAUTIFUL SEASIDE 
394-6831 
Lie. # 416858 
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A fond farewell to a diligent, devoted 
worker. CLASSMATE thanks 
Vicki Brown for all that she has done. 
20 
Salinas 






Largest Full Line 
Childrens Specialty Store 
on the Central Coast 
***** 
We're Proud of Our Prices, 
Selection fi' Service. 
We Invite Your Comparison. 
***** 
THE GREATEST 
CIDLDREN STORE IN· TOWN! 
'We deliver everything 
but the baby . .. 
MISS BARBARA'S NURSERY SCHOOL 
Statl ~ • &*II Trlilltl Stall 
WI I 11 I Illl .. IIIlf IAI 1101 l!lel _ II_SS 
$CIK( • MISIC • &lr 
IIU EIIIIIPPII PUIII_ UCITIIII & IITIIIST. Illl Tll'1 
5 lAYS A WEEI r:MONTEREY ~ 375-6738 1:311 1II. TO •• P.II. 
52 SOLEDAD DR. Close to NPS and Navy Housing 
AguaJlto Veterinary Hospital 
Thomas Wi lliams, DVM 
Frank Kocher, DVM 
Tom Schubert, DVM 
Judy Marti n, DVM 
1221 10th Street - Outside of 9th 51. Gate, NPS 
Call 372-8151 For Appointment or After Hours Emergency Service 
A FULL 
SERVICE JEWELER 
tYt. Cfj~ Cfj~ @fl/ !ltaf!I 
INVESTMENT DIAMONDS 
CUSTOM DESIGN & REDESIGN 
REPAIR (WHILE YOU WAIT ON MAJOR STONES ONLY) 
WATCH REPAIR EAR PIERCING 
INSURANCE APPRAISALS (WHILE YOU WAIT WITH APPT.) 
ESTATE BUYING ENGRAVING 
PEARL STRINGING 
TRADE OR BUY SCRAP GOLD OR SILVER 
DESIGN & REDESIGN 
GOLDSMITH 
H. J. ZADEH 
646-1922 
125 OCEAN VIEW BLVD. 






Continued from page 5. 
Handwriting Analysis - Yolanda Poin-
dexter (899-2732)) 
International Cooking - Robyn Clark 
(646-8437) 
Needlepoint - Sally Dewey (624-2250) 
PEP (Parent Enrichment Program) -
Mary Ann Hoffman (646-8736)) 
Plano - Mildred Kline (624-9541) -
Piano & B Flat Clarinet - Jan Myers 
(372-2409) 
Plano Instruction - Nathalie Plotkin 
(373-5671 ) 
Prepared Childbirth (laMAZE) - Nancy 
Myers (364-7080)) 
Private Plano & Gunar - Karen Rigdon 
(649-8752) 
Ruffled Wreath) Susan Grubb 
(3754289) 
Sewing Classes Karen Reddix 
(649-6439) 
Smocking - Beginning to End - Billi 
Parus (649-6566) 
Soft Sculpture Dolls - Sue Williams 
(3734817); Linda Sigmon (375-6647) 
Tales, Treasures & Ghostly Happen-
ings 01 Old Monterey - Randall Reins-
tedt (373-2885) 
Tennis Instruction - Jane Porter 
(649-0530) 
Tole Painting - Selma Moskowitz 
(373-5064) 
Ukrainian Easter Eggs - Emily Thomp-
son (375-2097) 
Violin & Viola Lessons - Mildred Kline 
(624-9541 ) 
TUTORING 
Ali Elementary & Most Jr. & Sr. High 
Subjects - Kathy Lombart (364-5304) 
English Composition - Vickey Brown 
(373-8743)) 
English - Bettye Jackson (649-9988) 
Grades K-6 & Special Ed. - Linda Wil-
liams (394-7125)0 
Energy Self Sufficiency 
We ore naw even closer 10 the 
Novol Post Graduate School. We ore 
localed on 1231 Seventh Street Miry. 
Serendipity offers an academic 
program with individual and group 
instruction. 
Curriculum includes; 
Pre Reading Phonics 
MOth Comprehension 
M&Music 
Cooking & Baking 
Pre-School For More Details Call 
Has Moved To A 375-9743 Open 8-5:30 Mon-Fri 
New location! 
ORDERS TO SAN DIEGO? 
Call Century 21 Ohman-Rattan Realtors for personalized ser-
vice to military families relocating to San Diego Area. 
TOLL FREE 1-800-544-2121 
IN CALIFORNIA 1-800-545-2121 
All you need to know about the housing market, schools, bases, 
and new ways to finance in today's market. 
#1 Sales Office 
in San Diego County 
9'dunf2l. 
OHMAN-RATTAN REALTORS® 
THE TOP TEAM 
(714) 461-3900 
8655 Navajo Road 
San Diego, California 92119 
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Army/Navy-
byT.L.HOFFMAN It's Not "Just a Game" 
Photos by MARY ANN HOFFMAN 
That well-wom addage used by par-
ents, spouses, lovers and friends to con-
sole someone who has just tasted " the 
agony of defeaf' could never apply - " It's 
just a game." Coaching careers have been 
made and lost over the ability to win this 
game, regardless of the season record. It's 
not a game for the national title, at least not 
lately, and its outcome won't influence Wall 
Street, get you an "A" in your computer 
course, or even help settle the issue of 
whether Texas or Nebraska should be 
number one. So why all the fuss? 
To many, their first introduction to an 
Army·Navy game came in the days when 
both teams were perennial forces to be re-
ckoned with in college football. A father 
would tum on the TYTO WATCH THE "fall 
classic" and usually give his allegiance to 
the service he was in during the war. A 
football game means more to people when 
they can relate to one of the teams, and the 
post-war years carried legions of partisans 
through the fifties and early sixties. 
With the academies admitting men and 
women from across the country, the game 
fosters interest in almost every community. 
Some families have sent several genera-
tions of sons (and now daughters) to one of 
the institutions, while others have had fam-
ily members in both schools. It seems that 
people have many reasons to pick a favo-
rite team for the annual clash, while some 
Simply enjoy the tradition and spectacle of 
the activity involved. Regardless of the 
reasons, the game has evolved into a na-
tional rivalry with battle lines sometimes in-
tertwined but nevertheless, clearly drawn. 
There is one group, however, for whom 
there is no problem choosing sides. A plebe 
reporting to either school quickly leams 
about the importance of defeating the hated 
rival. Choruses of "Beat Army" (or vice 
versa at the Hudson Home for Wayward 
Boys) can be heard as plebes square cor-
ners in passageways. Traditional "chow 
calis" alerting upperclassmen of each ap-
proaching meal formation are ended with a 
counting of the number of days until "Navy 
beats the hell out of Army, Sir!" (once again 
the reverse is true.) Plebe indoctrination 
exercises are always completed with the 
now familiar exhortation to defeat the hon-
ored foe. Reporting or departing from a 
senior's room for almost any purpose will 
be accompanied by more encouragement 
for a successful campaign. Woe be on the 
poor soul who allows themself the lUXUry of 
day dreaming and perchance forget one of 
the above. 
Tradition calls for Navy to cheer for Amy 
in all contests except of course, the finale, 
and exchange of telegrams and letters be-
tween Superintendents and Brigade lead-
ers are offered wishing each other good 
fortune in the upcoming season until that 
fateful day. Feelings ingrained over count-
less "Beat Army, Sir's," as well as prideful 
WASHINGTON DC BOUND? 
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• New &. Resale Homes • Schools • Public Transportation 
• Flnandng • Moving KIt • Recreation &. Sports 
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For your free copy. please call collect (703) 569-9883 and ask for 
Adrienne Dlffenbaucher in the relocation dept. or mail the coupon below to: 
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family store 
student body's quest for superiortiy over 
their rivals will seldom produce a supportive 
cheer when the stadium announcer proc· 
laims victory for that "other" school. 
Of course no athletic contest of such 
emotional involvement could escape 
mankind's propensity to wager. Midship-
men and Cadets eagerly sign up to bet 
"B· robes" or parkas symbolic of victory 
over the hated foe. Quantilttes of favor~e 
"spirits" are boastfully toasted by the 
victo~s supporters each year -often in the 
company of the vanquished benefactor 
(probably not so much an offer of 
sportsmanship as a chance to prolong the 
boasting). 
The activities surrounding the game ~. 
self provide onlookers with pageantry and 
fanfare of a unique brand. Both schools 
parade their entire student bodies on to the 
field. Proud mascots have been known to 
make very grand entrances, with fight 
songs and cheers repeated by countless 
predecessors. Banners, floats and almost 
any form of demonstration imaginable can 
appear in or near the stadium. 
Pranks are also an integral part of the 
activities. Army, in recent years, has been 
quite proficient at kidnapping the Navy 
goat. The kidnapping was, no doubt, in re-
taliation for the 1970 contest. Under rumors 
of the attendance by the President, the 
Navy band dutifully struck up "Hail to the 
Chief' when a dark limousine drove up in 
front of the Army stands surrounded by 
trenchcoat clad escorts. The cadets were 
red-faced when Bill the goat emerged to 
their salutes ordered by an imposter Army 
Captain. 
Army has been known to remove their 
jackets and reveal shirts with number 
twelve (symbolizing their involvement as 
the twelfth man on the field) upon the ap-
pearance of their team. Some can re-
member the year they removed them a bit 
Continued on page 32. 
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It's a new year! Time for resolutions, 
time for new starts, time to get our houses in 
order. 
Part of that order is our clothes closets. 
Times to revamp, discard. reaccessorize 
and meet the new year with a bang. 
"The average American woman, de-
pending on her economic bracket, has an 
investment in her closet that represents 
anywhere from one to three thousand dol-
lars - and she replenishes this wardrobe 
constantly. Yet, more likely than not, she 
feels she has 'nothing to wear.' " 
That quote is from "Looking Terrific" by 
Emily Cho, an excellent guide book for any 
image--conscious woman. 
Do you have anything in your closet 
which you haven't worn for two or three 
years? This includes the seasonal clothes 
you've been carrying around and haven't 
worn because of incompatible duty sta-
tions. Perhaps your body has changed, or 
your self-image. Try those clothes on, and if 
they aren't right, be honest with yourself as 
to why. If they are too large or too tight, are 
you really planning to change your body 
shape? Are they terminally out-of-date or 
shabby? Forget about wearing these things 
to weed the garden, you probably won't 
anyway. This is what thrift shops, yard 
sales and Goodwill are all about. 
Ask questions of every article in your 
closet. Is it me? Does it project the image 
that I want as part of my fashion statement? 
Was it a wise buy or a costly mistake? Di-
vide your closet up starting with the best 
and going to the worst item. This should tell 
you something. Discard the worst,and be 
ruthless. Goodwill is tax-deductible. Now 
look at the so-sos. Can you buy a new 
blouse, scarf or belt to revitalize an outfit? 
Can your best clothes and your so-sos be 
mixed and matched for more acceptable 
outfits? Will alterations help? Is any article 
of clothing completely at odds with the rest 
of your closet, either in style or color? If so, 
what will it take to integrate that item into 
your wardrObe, and is it worth it? 
Now for a word about color. In previous 
articles, I've talked about color season, and 
this knowledge will playa part in your deci-
sion making. No woman has bought all the 
wrong colors, and even some of the wrong 
colors can be incorporated into your new 
look w~h the proper accessorizing. You' ll 
probably find that there is a color trend in 
your closet and that w~h a little imagination 





I talked with Ernestine Bridges, Per-
sonal Shopper for Macy's customers, and 
received some valuable information for ex-
panding a wardrobe in 1984. 
Ernestine suggests that you bring items 
that you want to match with you when you 
shop. Start with a blazer, skirt and a dress. 
A new blouse, belt, scarf, jewelry, colored 
hosiery can make a new outfit with a 
minimum outlay of funds. Fashion acces-
sories which define the new season include 
chunky costume jewelry in geometric 
shapes and large beads, opalescent, col-
ored or metallic - often with two or more 
metals combined. A reptile look in belts, 
shoes and purses is big now. Belts, also of 
eel skin or metal, are wide or narrOw and 
often double wrapped. Shoes are closed-in 
pumps or boots. Scarves are of every de-
scription, but mostly large and draped over 
the shoulders, tied front or back, or belted to 
the body. Hosiery is colored and textured or 
accented with rhinestones and are perfect 
matched both to skirt and shoes. And you'll 
notice that hats and gloves are making a 
comeback. As Ernestine told me, "Acces-
sories define your own personal style." 
Women, she feels, have to trust their 
instincts to wear what makes them com-
fortable. She suggests that we all take a 
long critical look in a mirror, sans clothes, 
and get in touch with ourselves. This, she 
feels, is especially important for women 
over thirty. What style is US, classic, tail-
ored, sporty, romantic? "Looking Terrific" 
has an excellent section on growing out of 
and in to styles and accepting our types. It's 
in this area that we must trust our instincts, 
as any woman who sees the trends in fash-
ion magazines will know. I asked Ernestine 
what is in store for use this Spring. 
"Japanese, safari and military," she said. 
"Japanese styling, translated into layered 
clothing in big prints, mixing prints and tex-
tures in fabrics like cotton and WOOl, and 
kimono jackets of all descriptions are popu-
lar." There will be lots of khaki (a color few 
Continued on next page. 
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Monterey, CA 93940 TeL (408) 373·7759 
of us look good in) in the safari and military 
looks, and lots of pockets, which should be 
interesting. Other prominent colors will con-
tinue to be red and grey, black and white, 
and the pastels. The brightest colors are 
our accents." 
Ernestine stressed that updating your 
wardrobe need not be traumatic to your 
pocketbook. We must consider cost per 
wear in an outfit, meaning, make your 
purchase with your lifestyle/workstyle in 
mind. A blazer and blouse with a skirt and 
heels can be dressy, where as adding a 
sweater and changing the skirt for slacks 
and heels for boots makes the outfit sporty. 
That same blazer, skirt, and slacks will last 
seasons longer in wool than in polyester. 
Also, buy dresses which transition - heels 
and good jewelry for night, blazer or swea-
ter and casual pumps for day. The same 
goes for very dressy clothes, especially if 
you are on a tight budget and have only one 
or two occasions a year to get really dres-
sed up. Perhaps instead of investing a large 
sum in an evening gown, but a good long 
skirt instead (silk or satin is good all year), 
and then purchase a fashionable top or two 
as the need arises. The tops can transition 
for wear with other skirts or evening pants 
and you won't have to worry 
about ... " Deary, that dress certainly is 
holding up well!" 
Now, where to shop? If you have the 
time to look, the big department stores are a 
sure bet, because so much merchandise is 
channeled through these stores that sales 
are regular and often quite good - just 
exercise restraint. There are also outlets, 
notebly Loehmann's in Daly City (most of 
their new merchandise is out on the racks 
by Tuesday every week), and Macy's Out-
let in San Jose. You have to be especially 
careful of quality in an outlet, but good bar-
gains can be had. There are books on the 
subject. If you have NO time or feel you 
need help pulling it all together, there are 
personal shoppers such as Ernestine at 
Macy's who are there to help you. 
You'll find that integrating your war-
drobe, striving for harmony and balance 
behind those closet doors, will extend out-
ward to you and your self-image. Now you 
have plenty of things to wear and are never 
at a loss; and your husband will love you, 
more rooms for his uniforms! 
Next month: How to Buy the Right Sized 
Clothes.O 
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Dental 
Facts 
Over a third of American school children 
- 3 7 percent, to be exact - have no tooth 
decay! That's the good news announced by 
the National Caries Program of the National 
Institute of Dental Research, based on their 
survey of 40,000 children aged 5 to 17. In 
the last decade, tooth decay among this 
age group has declined 32 percent. This 
means that the average child now has 
about five cavities, while his older brother or 
sister, who attended school in the early 
1970s, would have had seven. 
Nobody knows for sure why children's 
teeth are stronger today, but dental re-
searchers believe the credit belongs to 
fluoride. Fluoride is a form of fluorine, the 
thirteenth most common element in the 
earth's crust. It can be found in soil, plants, 
and water. High amounts of fluorine are 
present in seafood and tea. All water con-
tains some fluorine, but water from shallow 
wells often has much less than that of ar-
tesian wells or the ocean. 
To have strong teeth, people need 
fluoride . The World Health Organization 
considers it to be an essential element for 
good dental health. Fluoride is of special 
benefit to children, because their teeth are 
still developing, but recent studies have 
shown that adults can benefit from fluoride, 
too. 
Exactly how fluoride makes teeth 
stronger is not known. It may affect the 
crystals in the tooth enamel. It may stop the 
growth of bacteria on the teeth. It may 
somehow help the tooth enamel recover 
from early decay. 
Whatever it does, fluoride works. If 
enough fluoride is in the community water 
supply, decay can be reduced by 50-70 
percent . About 112 million people in 
America today drink water that contains the 
right amount of fluorine - one part per 
million. In some of these communities, the 
fluoride was in the water supply naturally; in 
others, it was added until the correct level 
was reached. 
But what about those children wPo live 
in an area with no community water supply? 
Fluoride can be added to the water supply 
of their school, or fluoride tablets or drops 
may be prescribed by their dentist. 
For additional protection against decay, 
fluoride toothpastes and mouth rinses can 
be used at home daily. During regular den-
tal visits, your dentist or dental hygienist 
may apply a fluoride solution to your child's 
teeth . By introducing a once-a-week 
fluoride mouth-rinse program, many school 
districts have cut tooth decay among their 
pupils by 20-50 percent. 
Continued on page 31. 
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San Carlos at Seventh 
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WE'LL HAVE IT READY! 
by Casey Tschudy 
Grade 3 
Mr. Leavell's class 
The woods are very dark at night. 
When I walk through I get a fright. 
But in the day it's bright 
Because the sun gives light. 
I like birds that sing all day 
But in the night they go away. 
Orders to Monterey! 
RENTALS 
Short and Long Term 
Furn ished and Unfurn ished Homes 
JOHN C. TROTTER 
Bro ker Associate 
$1.00 OFF WITH THIS AD 
ON ANY LARGE PIZZA 
Last night my Grandpa was sitting by 
the fire with me. He was telling me the most 
awful stories that I had ever heard. They 
scared me so much that the hair on my 
arms started to prickle ! The first story he 
told me was about his boat wreck and 
snake love. You see when he was looking 
for treasure on the Death Island then he ran 
into the reefs and so he jumped off the boat 
and swam through the reefs and into a 
cove. All of a sudden, he saw a lot of water 
moccasins coming straight for him so he 
got out just in time! Being so tired he leaned 
against a tree. He jumped surprisingly and 
passed out at the sight ofTarantulas. Soon 
he woke up and saw a native. He was very 
friendly and said his name was Zanbri and 
asked Grandpa if he was hungry. So he ate 
some and a few hours later asked him what 
he had eaten and Zanbri said it was fried 
tarantula. Grandpa was surprised at that ! 
Then he showed Zanbri the treasure map 
and wrote a message, put it in a bottle and 
then the two were chased by rats. The next 
day the two found the treasure and a few 
days later a rescue boat came with the let-
ter. Grandpa waved goodbye and went 
home sadly. Did I ever tell you the story 
about ... yes, Grandpa. 725 LIGHTHOUSE AVE. 
Try Our New 




Continued from page 8. 
calamari, filet of sole or snapper round out 
the menu. 
For an extraordinary dining experience 
or a special occassion, the Dinner d' Eleg-
anee is offered. Presenting a choice of lobs-
ter or sirloin with lobster tail served w~h 
Champagne cocktail , as an appetizer, 
shrimp cocktail or fresh fruit, soup, salad. 
homemade cornbread of French bread. 
your choice of the served Califomia wines, 
rice and vetetables, and is completed with 
dessert, tea, or coffee, and a glass of 
sherry, all for seventy dollars for two. 
with your dessert, choose your own flavor-
ful tea from a little tin of herbal and spice tea 
bags. 
Speaking of desserts, top your old-
fashioned experience with one of the 
"handmade desserts." Among them are 
wonderful Southern pecan pie, moist carrot 
cake , dark rich chocolate cake and 
heavenly sourcream cheese cake. To go 
Warm and inviting is the only way to 
describe Guy's. In my book, they deserve 
four stars and is worth the trip to Carmel! 
Dinner from 5 p.m. till 1 0 or 1 0:30 p.m. 
Reservations a must because of l im~ed 
seating. 0 
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CATION PACKET WITH MAPS, HOUSING INFO. 
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE, OR CALL 
800-368-3622 
4480 HOLLAND OmCE PARK, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23452 
(804) 499-5911 
NPS, Monterey, CA 
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Navy Trivia 
WASHINGTON (NES) ... 
The anchors (two) of the USS 
Kitty Hawk (eY 63) weigh 30 
tons each. 
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ST. TIMOTHY LUTHERAN CHURCH 
Rev. Bruce Riley, Pastor 
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Dental Facts 
Continued from page 27, 
Inexpensive, safe, effective - all of 
these words can be used when talking 
about fluoride. It saves childrens' teeth and 
parents' dollars. No wonder every major 
American health organization supports the 
use of fluoride. 
"They're only baby teeth, they'll fall out 
anyway." Fifty years ago, most parents and 
even some dentists lelt this way about 
children's primary teelh. As a result, the 
children had dreadful teeth. In 1935, 96 
percent of all five-year-olds had at least one 
cavity; 60 percent of them had seven or 
more. Painful toothaches and swollen jaws 
were not just jokes to laugh at in comic 
strips, but facts of life. 
Today, the situation is far better. The 
National Caries Program of National Insti-
tute of Dental Health reports that 36 percent 
of all children 5-9 years old have no de-
cayed or filled primary teeth. 
This dramatic improvement in 
children'S dental health has been possible 
only because people have realized how 
important the primary teeth are. Children 
need strong, healthy teeth to chew their 
food easily, to learn to speak clearly, and to 
look good to themselves and their families. 
The primary teeth also help to reserve 
space in the law for the permanent teeth, If 
a primary tooth is iost too early, the teeth 
beside it may drift into the empty space. 
When Ws time for the permanent tooth to 
come in, there's not enough space for n to 
grow into ns proper position. This can make 
the teeth crooked, helping to create what 
dentists call a "malocclusion." Straighten-
ing the teeth may require orthodontic 
treatment. 
All children should be examined by a 
dentist before the age of 2, when most of 
the primary teeth have erupted. In this way, 
any dental problems can be discovered and 
treated earty. You can make an appoint-
ment for your child with a dentist who treats 
people of all ages or with a pedodontist, 
who specializes in the treatment of chil-
dren. Many children with medical or emo-
tional problems can benefit from the 
pedodontiSt's special training. 
Often, parents do not realize that tooth 
decay can start as soon as the teeth come 
through the gums. Even bebies can have 
widespread earty decay if they are allowed 
to take a bottle of milk, formula, sugar 
water, or fruit juice to bed with them at nap-
time or bedtime. Whatever the age, any 
child with tooth decay should see a dentist 
right away. Cavnies don't get better by 
themselves; they just get worse. Decayed 
primary teeth can seriously damage the 
permanent teeth undemeath them 0< near 
them in the mouth, as well as cause pain 
and difficulty in chewing, 
Continued on page 40. 
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Billy the goat gets his exercise before the game. 
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Anny/Navy 
Continued from page 22. 
too early, however, when imposters dres-
sed in Army's game uniforms ran uown 
their ramp only to fall en mass at the goal 
posts. 
The game itself, however, has a legacy 
of football history that few college rivalries 
can claim comparison. Some of the 
greatest names and teams in college foot· 
ball have participated in the contest. 
Names like Dawkins, Blanchard, Davis, 
and Carpenter for Army, and Welsh, Bel-
lino, Staubach, and most recently, McCal-
lum for Navy. 
Army's powerhouse teams of '44-'47 
featuring "Mr. Inside and Mr. Outside." and 
Navy's 1954 "Team Named Desire" high-
light some olthe proud history of the game. 
The 1946 Army-Navy game was recently 
c~ed by experts as one of the greatest col-
legiate games of all time. Powerhouse 
teams have been upset by teams with sup-
posedly no chance of victory on nUmerous 
occassions. 
Since 1890, Army·Navy games played 
in J.F. Kennedy Stadium in Philadelphia 
have attracted over 1 02 ,000 onlookers with 
ticket scalpers getting $50-$125 a pair of 
tickets. PartiCipants in the game have gone 
to be war heroes, national sports figures 
and even Presidents. 
This year's game in Pasadena's famed 
Rose Bowl, while played by two teams with 
2-8 records, was no less spirited . Navy 
jumped to a 21-0 lead within the first 4 mi-
nutes but the undaunted cadets fought 
back to 21-13 before Napolean McCallum's 
sterling performance and a bigger, deter-
mined Navy squad wore down the Army 
resistance. The final score was 42-13 with 
Navy as the victor. 
Having the game in Pasadena, while 
not only very convenient to NPS students, 
provided welcooe sunshine that is often 
missing from Philadelphia. It also involved 
the largest peacetime, privately-financed, 
military airlift, bringing some 9000' cadets 
and midshipmen to Southern California. 
Navy improved it's record to 3-8 by the 
victory over Army, butthe numbers became 
secondary to the bragging rights. Someone 
looking at results of the past season will first 
seek the results of their final game and then 
perhaps the season record. 
This is a game played between institu-
tions whose programs are based upon 
pride, tradition, image, and love of one's 
country. Respect for the history and con-
tributions of those who have gone before 
permeates the high-spirited emotions in-
volved in the athletic endeavor. Army-Navy 
is not "just a game" - not to me. Beat 
Army! 
(Note: the author has heard rumors that 
due to their recent lack of success, Army is 
changing their slogan to " Tie Navy, 
please!" )O 
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• TAMALES • TACOS 
• CHILI RELLENOS 
• ENCHILADAS 
• WINES & BEER 
OPEN DAilY 
EXCEPT TUESDAY 
FRI-SAT 11 AM-10 PM 
SUN-THURS 11 AM-9 PM 
U/III - "WlTE 100M IVIlUILE 
I II Bl OCIlfROM 
MOIITERU C()NFEIlENCE CENTER 
.L--1-_~P:':'C::"::::'C~= 5 ImMIS ., PaC 
1 z~_'--__ 
~ 43$ PIERCE 
z PA'H(lNG IN 
; N EW MU NICIPA L 
_ G ARAGE 
IIJ1 " CI1l ..... 
Founder: W. R. LaPorte 
Auctioneers: Dan B. Turrentine, Craig L. Hemphill 
and Michael Tryon. 
Cal. License Nos. 203 A,B,C & 606 
The Auction Studio is a three generation 
family owned business who, since 1924 
and stili under the same ownership, has 
served to advise and assist individuals, 
executors, and trustees in the disposition 
of single items, collections , conservato'r-
ships and estates, Sales are held ap-
proximately every three weeks and are 
conducted on the premises, 
485 LIGHTHOUSE AVE. 
375-6043 MONTEREY 
In Our Midst 
Continued from page 12. 
more men could reach flag rank." 
Mrs. Shumaker also spoke proudly of 
their only child, Grant, who is eighteen 
years old. He is a freshman at Harvard Uni-
versity but entered with sophomore stand-
ing. As Mrs. Shumaker put it, " He is 
academically inspired. " When asked if 
Grant might follow in his father's footsteps, 
she laughingly said, " Bob tried, he tried 
very hard, but Grant is studying to become 
a neurosurgeon. He also has an avid in-
terest in computers. He has a lot of choices, 
a lot of options, I wouldn't want him to close 
any doors right now or make a final decision 
at this stage." Mrs. Shumaker described 
Grant and his father as "two peas in the 
same pod, they are very much alike." Both 
men in the Shumaker family have a love for 
science and mathematics and enjoy skiing 
and horseback riding . 
Mrs. Shumaker provided an excellent 
ending for this article by expressing, "That 
coming to the school was an enjoyable ex-
perience, and we were welcomed by the 
students, the students' wives, the staff and 
everybody. It was a heart-warming experi-
ence to come back to the school and the 
community." And Mrs . Shumaker, we 
would like to thank you for sharing so many 






I DO-IT·YOURSELF ELECTRONIC HEADQUARTERS I C&:;r SAVING S ON ALL ELECTRONIC NEEDS • 
1193·1 0TH STREET I 375-3144 I 
\I," S"OFA '1'1/ 




WE RENT FURNITURE 
~ 
Rent Desk 
$24 x 12 = You own it 
Per Month = Month 
Also Sofa - Chair 
Dining Sets - End Tables 
Coffee - Dresser - Mirror 
Nightstands 
Queen or Double Beds 
WE SELL FURNITURE 
All Types 
Quality for Less 
Living Room , Din ing Room , 
Bookcases, Bedroom Sets, 
Rental Return Furniture 
* Special Orders 
* Military Discounts 
105 Central 
Paci fic Grove 
373-2465 








BICYCLES BICYCLES FOR 
ALL AGE GROUPS 
Hours: 
Daily ~6 p.m. 





"The newest name in casual dining " 
Roast prime rib, sizzling s teaks and tasty sea· 
food, aU prepared in the traditional manner ... 
scrving lunch weekdays from 11:10, dinner 
nightly, except Sundays, from S:OO. Brick fire· 
place highlights cocktail loungc, open from 
11:00. Banquet facilitie s available. Overlooking 
Lake EI Estero. 
"Something to Crow About" 
For Reservations 
t375-5104j 55 CAMINO AGUAJlTO MONTEREY 
FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY 
The following businesses have these 
specials for you! 
Connie Derrick Beauty For All 
Seasons 
Gift in your season. 




Richard Pagnillo H&J tax Service 
B,oadway Carpet 
Military Discount 




Gianni 's Pizza 
$1 .00 Coupon to Mil~ary 
Realtors 
Helpful advice at major mil~ary 
communities 
Millers Carpets 
Free carpet pad to military 
Beramsn's Carpets 
Free carpet pad to military 
Butterfly Grove Inn 
Military Discount 
Precision lorelgn Auto Parts 
Discount to military 




• Personm CoCor Analysis tnro"91i 
Dmpin9 
• Persornif Makeup Conswtation 
• Seasonaf Swatcli Packet 







'Bring tIii.s at! for a $5.00 dlsrount 




ZACKI . The haircut 
you want 
Bookkeeping & Tax Service 
SVEA SCOTT 
649-5824 
591 Lighthouse , #2 
Pacific Grove, Ca 93950 




I>J. $uperCUls . .....eve been has helped make us Amercas 
tran9d 10 aA hair perlectty So rrosI: ~ haIraA\ers 
no maner tuN you like yrut hew v...t.ch 00Iy g:leS 10 ~ !hat 
0.(, )(lUre gong 10 get !he cut when you gr.oe people exaclly 
you like. E'tIefy tme what they wa't,!hey tJSI keep 
VOle guarantee II. or )'OlX c:orrw'9 bacJI. b more. 
::IUp.,-cut;; 
We're changing the way America cuts its hair. 
MONTEREY 
488 Alvarado 51. 375·2887 
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9·9 Sat. 9·7 Sun. 10-5 
'SI\ofrc>OO __ ~_" __ _ 
NORFOLK-VIRGINIA BEACH 
MOVING? 





Membe r Million Dollar 
CALL COLLECT 
1-804-424-5360 
RELOCATION PACKAGEe MAPe BROCHURES 
INFORMATION ON HOUSING, FINANCING, RECREATION • 
.. 
Wilham E. Wood 
clild 1\\\0(1")1(\ 
ru ALTOfl\ 




Member Millio n Dollar 
Sales Club 
EIGHT OFFICES TO 
SERVE YOU Navy Wife 5308 Indian River Road e Virginia Beach, VA 23464 e 804-424-5360 
CLIP & MAIL TODAY 
William E. Wood & Associates 
5308 Indian River Road 
Virginia Beach, VA 23464 
ATTN: B. Adams/S. Wilson 
PLEASE SEND US YOUR RELOCATION PACKAGE 
Name ______________________________________ _ 
Street ______________________________________ _ 
City, State, Zip ________________________________ _ 
Phone ____________________________________ __ 
Expected Date of Move 
Na------------------- This is a good hearty bread to serve with 
poultry soup, or with the soup that fol-
lows: 
co,, 
RE YOU CONCE 
YOUR FIN AN C~::=:~;2 ~::)dbutter or margarine 
. 1 tsp. salt 
Cash Flow Management a Tax Planmn~2 cups water 
I Bonds, Mutual Funds, Money Market 111/2 cup yellow cornmeal 
< Equipment Leasing a Active Real 11 pkg. active dry yeast 
• . -. .• -- .... - - .. -- - - 1/2 cup warm water 
smoked sausages. 3/4 cup molasses 
Crock Pot Lentil Soup 6 cups flour 
1 12 oz. bag lentils Place butter and salt in large bowl. Boil 
1 clove garllc,crushed water and add cornmeal stirring constantly. 
2 qts. water Remove from heat and add cornmeal mix-
1 cup each chopped celery and carrots ture to butter and salt. Cool. Mix yeast into 
1 small onion, chopped 1/2 c. warm water, and allow to proof about 
1/4 cup dry sherry 10 minutes. Add molasses and yeast to 
1 lb. smoked sausage cooled cornmeal mixture. Stir in 4 cups of 
salt, pepper to taste flour. Rest dough 10 minutes. Turn dough 
Rub crock pot with garlic clove and add onto floured board and knead for 10 mi-
lentils, water, vegetables, salt and pep- nutes, incorporating enough remaining 
per. Cover and cook on high setting till Hour to form a firm, non-sticky dough. Place 
bubbling, about 2 hours. Reduce to low dough in buttered bowl, turning to butter 
setting and cook about -4 hours longer, top. Cover and let rise until doubles in bulk 
until lentils are tender. 112 hour before (about 2 hours). Punch down dough and 
serving, add sherry and smoked saus- knead slightly. Divide dough pans. Cover 
age, which has been cut ino bite-size and let rise again, about 1 hour. Bake in 
pieces. May add more sherry or a tbsp. of preheated 400 degrees F oven for 5 mi-
vinegar to individual servings if desired. nutes, then decrease heat to 350 
degrees F and bake 35-40 minutes for 
small loaves (71 /2 x 31/2 x 21/2 inch pans), 
or two large loaves. 
CARPET 
REM A TS 
We specialize in wall to wall loose layed 
carpet for military housing. We also clean 
carpet, drapes and upholstery. Call Miller 
Rugmasters today, 373-3341. We've been 
serving the service for over 33 years. 
ROOM SIZE REMNANTS FROM. 
'WITH EVERY ROOM SIZE 
REMNANT PURCHASEO SE YOUR 9.,2 Of 
:CREOIT MI 
- 571 E. FRANKLIN AVE. 
• 






Yang's Happy Family Resrouront is the /Wxl-
terey Peninsula's newest nome in fine O1inese 
dining. Gourmet chef David Hu has over 20 
years of experience. creo~ng excellent Man-
dorin and Szechuan cuisine. Yang's Happy 
Family features such special~es as: 
• Scollops with Cra6 Meot-6.90 
• Kung Poo Chld<en-6.9O 
• Moo Hsu Pork-6.9O 
• Mongolian _1-6.90 
Orders to Tol,e Out-J7J-J262 
Opendoiy lJ.nd11100ro200pm. 0im0f500ro 1000 pm 




We represent the largest International 
movers of household goods and personal 
effects throughout the world. Pioneers 
in International moving, we provide a 
containerized service which is first in 
quality and dependability. Let us show you 
how to save your moving dollars. 
S&S TRANSFER & STORAGE. INC. 
Please phone 899-1011 and ask for the Export Manager. 
/ \ 
( 
by NANCY CRANE 
Second Vice President, OSWC 
A son, Brian James, 1 0 lb. 1 oz., on March 
17, 1983, to Maryann and Jim Ras-
mond . 
A daughter, Marissa Lehauanani, 7 lb. 1 
oz., on May 13, 1983, to Shirley and 
Steve Woffinden. 
A son, James Paul, 9 lb. 6 oz., on July 26, 
1983, to Judy and Robert Baumstark. 
A son, Travis Ross, 7 lb. 1 oz., on July 26, 
1983 to Jeanmarie and Mark Woolley. 
A daughter, Molly Elizabeth, 71b. 12 oz., on 
October 18, 1983 to Marta and John 
Anderson. 
A son , William Derek, 8 lb. 8 oz., on 
November 10, 1983, to William and 
Isabel Haker. 
A daughter, Melissa Sue, 7 lb. 15 oz., on 
November 1 , 1983, to Carol and Mark 
Kuharik. 
A son, Daniel Vincent, 6 lb. 4 oz., on 
November 10, 1983, to Juliann and 
Russell McPadden. 
A son, Heath William, 7 lb. 7 oz. , on 
November9, 1983 to Cyndy and Berle 
Garris.D 
• 
ARE YOU CONCERNED ABOUT 
YOUR FINANCIAL FUTURE? 
Cash Flow Management. Tax Planning. Investment Alternatives .. .stocks, 
Bonds, Mutual Funds, Money Market Funds, Passive Real Estate, Oil & Gas, 
Equipment Leasing • Active Real Estate Planning ... Buy/ Sell/ 
Hold/Financing. IRA/ KEOUGH. Two Income Families. Financing 
College Education. Fixed & Variable Annuities. Insurance Protection. 
Second Career/ Retirement Planning. Estate Conservation 
In today's complex and constantly changing financial world, working with a 
personal financial planner can truly be helpful! 
Please write or call for a confidential, no obligation 
financial analysis. 
GEORGE C. CHOBANY, Financial Planner 
P.O. Box 2406. 1052 Cass St , Monterey, CA 93940 
(408) 375-5600 
Registered Repr~sentallve 
American Investors Company 
1275 "A" Street, Hayward, CA 94541 
~hmbtr SIPC 
"Serving Clients Worldwide" 
, 
George ·C. Chobany 
Dental Facts 
Continued from page 31 . 
"Money spent in the care of children's 
teeth is one of the wisest expenditures that 
can be made," said George Eastman, 
founder of the Eastman Dental Dispensary 
in Rochester, New York, in 1915. He was 
ahead of his time, but recogn~ion of the fact 
that children's teeth are indeed important 
and deserve good care has been one of the 
major scientific developments in the last 
hundred years of dentistry.D 
WORSHIP 
CONTEMPORARY · ~OO AM 
TRADmONAI. • 11 00 AM 
SUNDAY SCHOOL 
CHlDREN • ~OO TO 11}4S 
ADUlT ' 10,00 TO 1045 
NURSERY CARE 





1030 HIL8Y AVENUE 
SEASIDE 
.AssiKill/t Plls/or. 'Dr. tMt lit grllll! 
StII10AY SOi£DulE 
~ SlUOy 1)0 AM 
MOIIlIIJI6 WOII$HIf' 'I AM [VEMft6 WOtISIfIf' 1 ... 
WIOfll£SGAY JrfIGHT ACfMTIU If:GIQ ' 1 ~ 30 "" 
NURSERY AVAILABLE All SERVICES 






Mail or "Call Christy Collect" for Your 
Free Comprehensive Relocation Package. 
Name ____________________________________ ___ 
Add ress ____________________________________ _ 
City _________________ State ________________ __ 
Phone _________________ Rank _____________ __ 
Expected Date of Arrival __________________________ _ 
Max L. Hill 
Company,~ 
Hwy. 17 & Folly Road 
44 Folly Road 
Charleston , S.C. 29407 
Attention : Christy Williams, Broker Associate 
Business: 803-571-5220 Home: 803-871-4330 




• Enrolled to Practice before the IRS 
• Clients the W orid Over 
• Specializing in Real Estate and 






Wrap y our Holiday Gift in L;vinl Color! 
G;yt that "S/Hcial Someont" 
a gift that lasts fore"er-. 
Personalized Color Consultation 
Providing 
• Professional Color Analysis 
• Seasonal Fabric Swatch Packet 
• Wardrobe Planning Booklet 
• Make-up Demonstration 
by 
Connie Derrick 
Independent Color Consul/ant 
392-B Ricketts Rd., M onterey 
By Appointment 375-9793 
Gift Cert ificates Available 
Call about a f ree gift in your season 
with color consultation 
through January. 
• 
Red Carpet Real Estate 
Proudly Presents 
National Relocation Symposium 
Featuring 
C.B.Arnett 
Nationally Recognized Speaker On 
Real Estate F1nancing and Residential Purchasing 
Topics Included 
• 1984 Home Mortgage Programs 
• What Loans Are Best For You 
• The Home Buying Process 
• How A Home Secures Your Future 
and 
The Following Relocation Specialists 





San Diego. CA 
Jim Sartor 
Honolulu. HA Norfolk. VA Washington. D.C. 
Dennis Noe Linda Hunter. Betty Slater Otis Moran 
Complete Relocation Packets Available 
Three Symposiums For Your Convenience 
Friday. January 27 
5:00 - 5:30 p.m. Cocktails 
5:30 p.m. Symposium Begins 
Followed By Cocktails ~ Hors d'oeuvres 
Saturday. January 28 
10:00 - 10:30 am. Continental Breakfast 
{§> Bloody Mary 
10:30 am. Symposium Begins 
Followed By Buffet Lunch 
Saturday. January 28 
2:00 - 2:30 p.m. Wine" Cheese 
2:30 p.rn. Symposium Begins 
Followed By Cocktails II' Hors d'oeuvres 
Hyatt Del Monte 




I WHALc"R~~~;HING I M 9 :try~ y 
FOR ONE TO _ ~I SIX PERSONSI I C ~-<:::::5 s:t Adults $8 per person 
PRINCESS MONTEREY 
Monterey's Biggest 200 Passenger Boat 
IT'S A WHALE OF A TRIP 
REDEEMABLE AT r u j' s e QJ Children $5 per person 
96 Wharl #1 I BOlA T I Monlerey CALL •• A·08.372-Depart's from Fisherman's Wharf .. 
Olle , Explr •• : 6/3 0/14 L __ 
rC~UP~N 
I COCKTAILS I 
I FOR TWO .1 I 
OLD FISHERMAN'S 
I GROTTO RESTAURANT I wllh Ihe purchas. 
of two dinners 
I (may be sublllluled for a carafe of wine) I 
'-COOPON 
I $2.00 OFF I 
2 6 2 8 
5 BOATS TO SERVE YOUl 
Get Fresh At ••. 
Olc! Fisherman's Crotto 
SEAFOOD RESTAURANT 
F Abalone Maine Lobster R Salmon 
Oysters E Swordfish 
S Clams Sole 
H Scallops Scampi Prawns 
RESERVATIONS 
SUGGESTED 
OLD FISHERMAN'S WHARF 
CALL: 375·4604 
Old Fisherman's Wbarf 
Monterey 
Formerly /'rank's fishIng TrIps 
~v.;'l,r:: 




96 Wh.rI #1 
Monterey 
Ofter b plr.,: 1130' 14 
- -
I 
I Special Rates for Large Groups! 
• Deep Sea Cod Year 'Round 
• Individuals and Group Charters 
• Big Sur Charters Available 
• For Complete Information and 
reservation CALL 372-2203 
DAY OK NIOHT 
~---------------------
\ 
